Gas-off/Liquid Application for Living and Work Space - 4g
This 4 gram application is used in 2 different ways: A Gas-Off
Application for small spaces (powder rooms, small bathrooms, etc.) and a
Liquid Application in a spray bottle to disinfect surfaces and target visible
source of odor on carpet and flooring. For larger spaces, or more sever odor
intensity, we recommend using our 20-gram or 100-gram application.

*Areas to be treated must be entirely unoccupied during the
application (this includes pets)*
Gas-Off Application
1. PuroClenz works best in dark environments, so it is important to
either treat at night or simply close your blinds, drapes, etc.
2. Make sure all doors and windows are closed during treatment
3. Fill the designated PuroClenz cup to the 4 gram black fill line with
room temperature water
4. Place the cup in a central location in the area being treated
5. Tear open the foil pack, place the PuroClenz tablet into the cup of
water, and exit the area
6. Allow PuroClenz to generate vapor for an hour for minor odor issues,
up to overnight for more intense odor issues
7. IMPORTANT: avoid breathing in the vapors when returning to the
area. PuroClenz will still be partially active at this point.
8. Upon return, open all windows and doors in order to allow any
remaining PuroClenz to dissipate outside. You can dispose of the
remaining product in the cup in any drain or toilet. Drawing fresh air
into the treated area using a fan will accelerate the airing out process
9. Your PuroClenz process is now complete

Liquid Application
1. Fill a typical 28-32 oz. plastic spray bottle with tap water
2. Cut open foil pack using scissors. Drop tablet in spray bottle and
replace the spray nozzle back onto the bottle tightly

3. PuroClenz will become active in approximately 2 minutes. At this point
it will turn yellow in color
4. IMPORTANT: set spray nozzle to a fine mist
5. Safe to spray on all surfaces such as countertops, floors, carpets,
furniture, and drapes (PuroClenz will not discolor or damage fabric at
the 4g concentration)
6. Keep spray nozzle 4-6 inches away and mist down the desired areas
7. Simply mist fabric surfaces, drapes, carpets, furniture, etc. and you are
done!
8. For spraying hard surfaces, allow the product to sit for 1-2 minutes
before wiping the surfaces down. This will result in better disinfection
than standard household cleaners
Ø You may store the spray bottle with any remaining PuroClenz in a
cool, dark place. It will remain active for up to 6 weeks for
additional use!

To Order More
Shop.puroclenz.com

